PowerMaster PRO-Fit Kits
Going Further with Wireless

The strongest wireless technologies. Outstanding range and functionality. Superb reliability. With Visonic’s PowerMaster PRO-Fit Kits, the future of intruder alarm systems is available NOW.

Designed for demanding applications, PowerMaster is the smart choice of professional installers.

Leveraging Visonic’s advanced PowerG wireless technology, PowerMaster redefines wireless security with an as yet unseen combination of range, performance, quality and advanced features. Enjoy all the benefits of wireless, with robustness and reliability similar to hard-wired systems. Installation is fast, with no cabling or disruption to the home or business premises. A broad, ever-expanding set of peripherals meets all of your customers’ safety and security needs.

- Multi-channel frequency hopping technology overcomes interference
- Pre-configured devices, one-click enrolment and signal quality indicators on devices
- Extended transmission suitable for larger premises (repeaters also available)
- Increases customer satisfaction and reduces call out costs
- Advanced peripherals – Including detection, safety, keypads, arming devices and sirens
- Extended battery life – Smart, energy-saving technologies increase battery life
- Pet and non pet-tolerant lenses included in all kits
- Complaint to EN-50131 Grade 2, PD-6662 and DD-243

PowerMaster-10 Kit
P/N 0-101782
Compact, 30-zone, wireless home security and safety system for large residential and SOHO installations

PowerMaster-30 Kit
P/N 0-102181 with siren
P/N 0-102182 without the siren
Professional, 64-zone, wireless security and safety systems for heavy-duty operation in SMB applications and mid to high-end residential premises

Contact Visonic UK for further information
Tel. 0845 0755800
visonic.sales.uk@visonic.com
www.visonic.com/visonic-uk
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